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EIC Overview
• Main UK trade association for 

environmental sector

• Brings together consultancies, 

infrastructure community, 

environmental technology and 

universities 

• Champions high environmental 

standards, innovation and a 

prosperous environmental sector



c.150 Members

SMEs → Multi nationals 



Value of UK’s environmental sector
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The UK environmental protection sector has a long history

• We are a small overcrowded Island 

with an increasing population

• Need for additional development in 

both housing and infrastructure

• A pre-disposition towards building on 

or near previously developed 

“Brownfield” sites.

• We have a long history of developing 

world-leading methodologies for 

dealing with people and industrial 

activity/legacy in close proximity

Potential air pollution problems resulted in a restrictive ‘condition’ being 

inserted in the consent for Battersea which required smoke and sulphur 

dioxide to be controlled.

At this time, new power-generating stations required the approval of the

Office of Works, which asked the Commissioners to include a condition that

the LPC do all in its power to prevent harmful smoke and sulphurdioxide

emissions. Formal consent for the second half of the station was deferred

until it had been proven that the first half incorporated a successful

desulphurization system.



Despite historic strengths, the remediation sector faces a 

number of challenges

• Economics

• Politics

• Regulatory enforcement (lack of…)

• Skills

• BREXIT

• ……………………………….Post Covid World



Economic challenges



Market/CIPS UK construction purchase 

managers index to Apr 2019



Political challenges… 



Enforcement challenges

• The remediation sector relies on regulation

• Mantra has always been smart regulation NOT More regulation.

• Members have been observing that it is not a lack of regulation in the sector causing 

issues BUT lack of enforcement.



Freedom of Information requests



Skills challenges

• The sector has an ageing skills base.

• Lack of new entrants to the sector after the financial crash of 2008 has 

left a gap in the demographic profile of the sector



EIC role in supporting sector

• EIC a long standing promoter of the need for a ‘brownfield first’ policy and has worked 

with politicians of all parties over the years to lobby for measures such as brownfield 

registers

• In 2013 we ran a successful campaign to stop the abolition of Land Remediation tax 

Relief.  We now want to see the enhancement of the Relief to improve the economics 

of the sector.

• And at strategic level we are working with Defra on the content of the forthcoming  

Environment Bill to provide overall stability to the wide environmental protection 

sector.



Making Land Remediation Enforcement Effective

EIC launched a  report produced by 

the Contaminated Land working 

group aimed at regulators, 

consultants and all professionals in 

the sector. 

Considers the problems and offers 

potential solutions.



Recommendations

• Link Building Control to remediation regulatory system

• Use some of £443m unspent CIL receipts to boost local authority contaminated land 

expertise (NB since the report was published it is now clear that CIL cannot be used to 

fund revenue/council resources as there are current guidelines in place. So this could 

not be used on Officer time for example. Government proposals include replacing CIL 

with Infrastructure Levy, and EIC/ACE/CLC are recommending there is a revenue 

aspect to this). 

• Encourage use of model planning conditions

• Tougher fines for contractors/developers who break the rules



New challenges

• BREXIT : creates an uncertain economic and supply platform fpr

construction in general, Currently improving the environment is still 

seen as a key government aim, will compliance with European aims be 

seen as desirable long term. 

• Economic constraints created by COVID response spending, will 

undoubtable squeeze government spending. Balancing the desire to 

build our way out of the economic crisis may conflict with what is seen 

as economically more expensive even if socially more advantageous 

brownfield development.



Unintended consequences for Environmental issues

Single use plastics…….. 

No reusable coffee cups, billions of face masks and other PPE

Reduced use of refrigerant

Corona virus vaccine needing refrigeration

Reduce car use and encourage public transport systems

Public transport systems hardly used

Green taxes to develop and build green infrastructure

Taxation needed to cover Lockdown costs

Reduction in use of aircraft

Success! But at what cost and for how long?



A very uncertain time ahead
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